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                                BIO.M5.30

                                Electric chipper equipped with 3Hp single phase electric motor with direct drive to the flywheel.
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                                BIO.S2.55H

                                Chipper equipped with Honda GX160 engine (160cc) and power transmission belt and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                 BIO.S2.65A

                                Chipper equipped with Loncin G200F engine (196cc) and power transmission belt and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                BIO.S2.PF

                                Tractor driven chipper (minimum power 14Hp) with transmission belts and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                 CIP.6.EL

                                Electric chipper equipped with 3Hp single phase electric motor with direct drive to the flywheel.
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                                 CIP.6.EL.T

                                Electric chipper equipped with 4Hp single phase electric motor with direct drive to the flywheel.
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                                 CIP.6.55H

                                Chipper equipped with Honda GX160 engine (160cc) and power transmission belt and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                CIP.6.65A

                                Chipper equipped with Loncin G200F engine (196cc) and power transmission belt and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                 CIP.6.PF

                                Tractor driven chipper (minimum power 14Hp) with transmission belts and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                 CIP.6.MC

                                Motocultor driven chipper(maximum power 13Hp) with transmission belts and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                 CIP.8.13H

                                Chipper equipped with Honda GX390 engine (390cc) and power transmission belts and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                CIP.8.13A

                                Chipper equipped with Loncin G390F engine (389cc) and power transmission belts and pulleys to the flywheel.
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                                CIP.8.PF

                                Tractor driven chipper(minimum power 14Hp) with transmission through gearbox with elastic joint and safety pin.
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                                CIP.8.MC

                                Tractor driven chipper(minimum power 12Hp, maximum power 24Hp) with transmission through gearbox with elastic joint and safety pin.
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                                CIP.8.13H.DU

                                Chippers for professional use. The best solution for pruning and branches.
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                                CIP.8.13A.DU

                                Chippers for professional use. The best solution for pruning and branches.
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                                CIP.8.13H.DU.CR

                                Chippers for professional use. The best solution for pruning and branches.
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                                CIP.8.13H.DU.CR

                                Chippers for professional use. The best solution for pruning and branches.
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                                 CIP.10.13H

                                Chipper equipped with Honda GX390 engine (390cc) and power transmission belts and centrifugal clutch to the flywheel.
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                                CIP.10.13A

                                Chipper equipped with Loncin G390F engine (389cc) and power transmission belts and centrifugal clutch to the flywheel.
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                                CIP.10.PF

                                Tractor driven chipper minimum power 14Hp) with transmission through gearbox with elastic joint and safety pin.
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                                CIP.10.13H.DU

                                Professional chippers for intensive use for pruning and branches.
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                                CIP.10.13A.DU

                                Professional chippers for intensive use for pruning and branches.
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                                CIP.10.13H.DU.CR

                                Professional chippers for intensive use for pruning and branches.
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                                CIP.10.13A.DU.CR

                                Professional chippers for intensive use for pruning and branches.
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                                BIO.10.18HE.DU.RI

                                Bio-shredder equipped with an internal combustion engine with belts transmission.

Installed on an Italian production dumper with a capacity of 450 kg (Tip-up body on request).

Also available with hydraulic roller and reversible and programmable three-function NoStress system.
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                                BIO.10.14AE.DU.RI

                                Bio-shredder equipped with an internal combustion engine with belts transmission.

Installed on an Italian production dumper with a capacity of 450 kg (Tip-up body on request).

Also available with hydraulic roller and reversible and programmable three-function NoStress system.
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                                BIO.10.PF.RI

                                Shredder driven by the PTO of a category 2 tractor with a minimum power of 18HP with belts transmission.

Also available with hydraulic roller and reversible and programmable three-function NoStress system.
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                                BIO.10.18HE.TR.RI

                                Bio-shredder equipped with an internal combustion engine with belts transmission.

Installed on omologated road trailer.

Available with hydraulic roller and reversible and programmable three-function NoStress system.
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                                BIO.10.14AE.TR.RI

                                Bio-shredder equipped with an internal combustion engine with belts transmission.

Installed on omologated road trailer.

Available with hydraulic roller and reversible and programmable three-function NoStress system.
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                                BIO.13.22HE.TR.RRI

                                Professional shredder with Hydraulic Feed (2 Rollers) and NoStress for disposal of branches, leaves and logs.
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                                BIO.13.25AE.TR.RRI

                                Professional shredder with Hydraulic Feed (2 Rollers) and NoStress for disposal of branches, leaves and logs.
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                                BIO.15.22HE.TR.RNI

                                Professional shredder with Hydraulic Feed (1 Roller + Steel Conveyor Belt) and NoStress for disposal of branches, leaves and logs.
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                                BIO.15.25AE.TR.RNI

                                Professional shredder with Hydraulic Feed (1 Roller + Steel Conveyor Belt) and NoStress for disposal of branches, leaves and logs.
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                            Fabbrica Biotrituratori e Cippatori

                            "F.B.C.", which has been operative since 1992, incorporates and develops the experience acquired in more than five decades of artisan production of agricultural machinery.

                            All machines produces by F.B.C. carry the CE symbol as required by European Union directives concerning safety. Today we can state with certainty that our machines are designed and built to the highest levels of quality.
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                                CIP.6 Series
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                                CIP.8 Series
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                                CIP.10 Series
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                                BIO.10 Series
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                                BIO.13 Series
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                                BIO.15 Series
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                                    Stay up to date on our upcoming activities.
                                    
                                

                                
                            

                        

                    


                    
                     
                    
                    
                    
                      
                        
                            
                                Catalog 2023

                                September 2023

                                The new 2023 full catalogue is online. Discover all our new products!

                                
                            

                        

                      

                     

                    
                    

                    


                

            

        


    




    

        
            
                
                    
                        F.B.C. snc di Frati Omar & C.

                        
                          F.B.C., which has been operative since 1992, incorporates and develops the experience acquired in more than five decades of artisan production of agricultural machinery.
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                          Privacy and Cookies
                          
Cookie preferences
                        

                    

                    
                        Contacts

                        Via Ponte Giulio, 74/A - 33085 - Maniago (PN) - Italy

                        +39 0427 700123

                        info@fbc-agriculture.com
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